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Society
Abnormal Psychology: The Science and Treatment of Psychological Disorders
consists of a balance and blending of research and clinical application, the use of
paradigms as an organizing principle, and involving the learner in the kinds of realworld problem solving engaged in by clinicians and scientists. Students learn that
psychopathology is best understood by considering multiple perspectives and that
these varying perspectives provide the clearest accounting of the causes of these
disorders as well as the best possible treatments.

Business Data Communications and Networking
Business and Society: Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy, 14e by Lawrence and
Weber has continued through several successive author teams to be the marketleader in its field. This new edition highlights why government regulation is
sometimes required as well as new models of business-community collaboration.
The authors believe that businesses have social (as well as economic)
responsibilities to society; that business and government both have important
roles to play in the modern economy; and that ethics and integrity are essential to
personal fulfillment and to business success. In addition, this textbook has long
been popular with students because of its lively writing, up-to-date examples, and
clear explanations of theory.

Core Concepts of Accounting Information Systems
Long admired as the “practitioners” Public Relations text, Seitel'sThe Practice of
Public Relationscontinues its tradition as the most visual, up-to-date and
straightforward principles text available. For the aspiring student of public relations
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to the veteran professional seeking a refresher, Seitel's text leads the reader thru
the evolution of the practice, the preparation and process necessary to reach a
variety of “publics” and most importantly how to implement actual PR practice.
Drawing on his own vast professional experience, his role as a PR commentator on
major U.S television networks such as CNN, ABC and FOX, and his network of
industry leaders, Public Relations faculty and generations of PR professionals,
Seitel presents the industry with dynamism and relevancy.

Taking Sides: Clashing Views in Business Ethics and Society
Management
This text deals with inter-relationships among businesses, government and society,
and how this relationship affects business managers. It includes the latest thinking
on the ethical implications of business and its relation to society.

Society - Revel Access Code
"E-Commerce 2015"" is intended for use in undergraduate and graduate ecommerce courses in any business discipline. "" ""The market-leading text for ecommerce "This comprehensive, market-leading text emphasizes the three major
driving forces behind e-commerce--technology change, business development, and
social issues--to provide a coherent conceptual framework for understanding the
field. Teaching and Learning ExperienceThis program will provide a better teaching
and learning experience--for both instructors and students.Comprehensive
Coverage Facilitates Understanding of the E-Commerce Field: In-depth coverage of
technology change, business development, and social issues gives readers a solid
framework for understanding e-commerce.Pedagogical Aids Help Readers See
Concepts in Action: Infographics, projects, and real-world case studies help readers
see how the topics covered in the book work in practice.

Social Problems
Schermerhorn, Management 14e continues to offer the same balanced theory
approach as with previous editions. Students need an active and engaged learning
classroom environment that brings personal meaning to course content and the
instructor's course objectives. Schermerhorn communicates with students through
rich, timely features and cases that bring management topics, theories, and
concepts to life. The underlying goal is to translate foundation theories into lasting
tools for students as they move beyond the classroom where their skills will be put
to the test.

Social Problems Revel Access Code
Prestigious and authoritative, this fully updated fourteenth edition of Simpson's
Forensic Medicine remains a classic; one of the world's leading introductory texts
in the field of forensic medicine. It presents all that the generalist or student needs
to know about the interface between medicine and the law.
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Power and Society: An Introduction to the Social Sciences
Kerin/Hartley's Marketing 14th edition is the most robust Principles of Marketing
solution available to meet the needs of a wide range of faculty. Marketing focuses
on decision making through extended examples, cases, and videos involving real
people making real marketing decisions. The author team's decades of combined
experience in the higher education classroom continue to inform the title's
innovative pedagogical approach. Marketing is known for its conversational writing
style, ability to engage students through active learning techniques, and vivid
descriptions of businesses, marketing professionals, and entrepreneurs in cases,
exercises, and testimonials that help students personalize marketing and identify
possible career interests. Powerful tools like Connect, SmartBook, and the regularly
updated resources at www.kerinmarketing.com make this 14th edition of
Marketing the best choice for instructors seeking a rigorous, comprehensive
program with balanced coverage of traditional and contemporary concepts.

Clinical Handbook for Brunner & Suddarth's Textbook of
Medical-Surgical Nursing
Drugs, Society and Human Behavior
E-Commerce 2015, Global Edition
Business, Government, and Society
This book is entirely up to date to reflect recent changes in technology and AIS
practive. Covers such subjects as EDI, reengineering, neural networks,
client/server, computer security, and events accounting.

Chemistry For Changing Times
Loose-Leaf for Business and Society
This concise clinical companion to the thirteenth edition of Brunner and Suddarth's
Textbook of Medical-Surgical Nursing presents nearly 200 diseases and disorders in
alphabetical format, allowing rapid access to need-to-know information on the
most common clinical problems nurses are likely to encounter. The content is
completely cross-referenced to the main text. Pages are tabbed alphabetically for
speedy reference.

Business and Society
Viewing our society from a conflict perspective. Taking a conflict approach, Social
Problems, 13e examines social problems, how they are interrelated to other
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problems, and society's role in their creation and perpetuation. This textaddresses
interesting subjects, such as corporate crime, urban decay, poverty and the
changing economy. The thirteenth edition focuses more deliberately on five major
themes: the structural sources of social problems; the role of the United States in
global social problems; the centrality of class, race, gender, sexuality, and
disability as sources of division, inequality, and injustice; the critical examination of
society; and solutions to social problems. MySocLab is an integral part of the Eitzan
/ Zinn / Smith program. Key learning applications include MySocLab Videos, Social
Explorer and Sociology in Focus Blog. Teaching & Learning Experience Personalize
Learning - MySocLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It
helps students prepare for class and instructor gauge individual and class
performance. Improve Critical Thinking - Chapter organization follows a logical
framework that traces a problem from its origin to solution. Engage Students International, national, and personal examples help students understand issues
better. Explore Theory - Major sociological theories within context of social problem
are discussed. Understand Diversity - Features help students think globally about
defining a solution to social problems. Support Instructors - A number of Instructor
Resources including PowerPoint Presentations, MyTest Test Bank, and Instructor's
Manual. 0205949185 / 9780205949182 Social Problems Plus NEW MySocLab with
eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0205206530 / 9780205206537
NEW MySocLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card 1-095 Pub
0205881882 / 9780205881888 Social Problems

Marriages, Families, and Relationships: Making Choices in a
Diverse Society
For upper-division undergraduate/beginning graduate-level courses in Medical
Sociology, and for Behavioral Science courses in schools of Public Health, Medicine,
Pharmacy, and Nursing. A comprehensive overview of the most current issues in
medical sociology. The standard text in the field, Medical Sociology presents the
discipline’s most recent and relevant ideas, concepts, themes, issues, debates, and
research findings. To draw students into the course, author Dr. William Cockerham
integrates engaging first-person accounts from patients, physicians, and other
health care providers throughout the text. The Thirteenth Edition addresses the
current changes stemming from health care reform in the United States, and other
issues that reflect the focus of the field today.

Simpson's Forensic Medicine, 14th Edition
Examine social problems via a coherent sociological framework Revel(TM) Social
Problems examines social structure and the underlying features of the social world
in order to provide students a coherent framework for understanding social
problems. Employing a consistently sociological approach, authors D. Stanley
Eitzen, Maxine Baca Zinn, and Kelly Eitzen Smith show readers how social
problems are interrelated and highlight society's role in their creation and
perpetuation. The Fourteenth Edition has been updated with coverage of major
events of the last several years in order to help students achieve a balanced
understanding of contemporary social problems. Revel is Pearson's newest way of
delivering our respected content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces
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the textbook and gives students everything they need for the course. Informed by
extensive research on how people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive
learning environment that enables students to read, practice, and study in one
continuous experience - for less than the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE:
Revel is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for the standalone
Revel access card. In addition to this access card, you will need a course invite link,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Revel.

Contemporary Business, 17th Edition
This full color market leading text provides the latest information on drugs and the
effects on society and human behavior. Instructors and students have relied on it
for over thirty years to examine drugs and behavior from the behavioral,
pharmacological, historical, social, legal, and clinical perspectives.

Sociology
Business and Society: Corporate Strategy, Public Policy and Ethics, by Post,
Lawrence and Weber was the first book to be published in the field of business and
society and is the market leader! For over thirty years, Business and Society has
been updated and reinvented in response to society¿s relationship to business.
Post, Lawrence and Weber discuss the social and ethical impacts of business.
Business and Society, 10e highlights why government regulation is sometimes
required as well as new models of business-community collaboration. Business and
Society, 10e is a book with a point of view. Post, Lawrence and Weber believe that
businesses have social (as well as economic) responsibilities to society; that
business and government both have important roles to play in the modern
economy; and that ethics and integrity are essential to personal fulfillment and to
business success.

Business & Society
Multinational Business Finance
Utilizing a complete theoretical framework and a global perspective, REVEL for
"Society: The Basics," Thirteenth Edition offers students an accessible and relevant
introduction to sociology. John Macionis, author of the best-selling Introductory
Sociology franchise over the last three decades, empowers students to see the
world around them through a sociological lens, helping them to better understand
their own lives. Informative as well as engaging, REVEL for "Society: The Basics"
will change the way readers see the world, and open the door to a new perspective
and new opportunities. REVEL is Pearson s newest way of delivering our respected
content. Fully digital and highly engaging, REVEL offers an immersive learning
experience designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn. Enlivening
course content with media interactives and assessments, REVEL empowers
educators to increase engagement with the course, and to better connect with
students. NOTE: REVEL is a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for
the standalone REVEL access card. In addition to this access card, you will need a
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course invite link, provided by your instructor, to register for and use REVEL."

The Crisis of the 14th Century
This best-selling text emphasizes that social and cultural changes are the
pervasive realities of our era. One of the main themes of Contemporary Society is
that the transition from an industrial to a post-industrial order in the modern world
is fraught with difficulties, as was the transition from an agricultural to an industrial
order in an earlier era. Within this framework, we can observe the increasing
fragmentation of the social order, which tends to lead people away from
community and a common purpose and often invites conflict and disunity. At the
same time, countervailing social forces are also at work, providing some stability,
some shelter in the storm. Finally, societies are faced with the rapid and
transformative power of information technology, a fact that propels separate
groups of people into a global entity.

Medical Sociology
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website
access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
The book that defined the liberal arts chemistry course, Chemistry for Changing
Times remains the most visually appealing and readable introduction on the
subject. The Thirteenth Edition increases its focus on student engagement – with
revised “Have You Ever Wondered?” questions, new Learning Objectives in each
chapter linked to end of chapter problems, and new Green Chemistry content,
closely integrated with the text. Abundant applications and examples fill each
chapter, and material is updated throughout to mirror the latest scientific
developments in a fast-changing world. Compelling chapter opening photos, a
focus on Green Chemistry, and the “It DOES Matter” features highlight current
events and enable students to relate to the book more readily. This package
contains: Chemistry for Changing Times, Thirteenth Edition

Abnormal Psychology
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY employs a stakeholder management framework. This
framework emphasizes a business's social, legal, political, andethical
responsibilities to both external and internal groups that have a stake, or interest,
in that business. It is a fundamental goal of the course that students really get that
responsible business decision makers strive to balance and protect the interests of
various stakeholders-investors, employees, community, environment, etc. An
emphasis is also placed on the fact that one needs to understand that business
situations will continually arise that will truly test ones values and ethics. BUSINESS
AND SOCIETY not only exposes students to diverse and important stakeholder and
ethical frameworks for considering and protecting stakeholder interests, through
its use of cases andother real-world applications, this text enhances the precision
with which students think about and practice ethical decision making.Opportunities
to apply stakeholder and ethical systems to specific business problems abound,
and questions are provided with all cases andapplications to focus student
reasoning, ensuring excellent preparation for class discussions.
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Calculus for Business, Economics, Life Sciences, and Social
Sciences
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a
previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- A Down-toEarth Approach James Henslin shares the excitement of sociology in Essentials of
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, 11/e. With his acclaimed "down-to-earth"
approach and personal writing style, the author highlights the sociology of
everyday life and its relevance to students' lives. With wit, personal reflection, and
illuminating examples, Henslin stimulates students' sociological imagination so
they can better perceive how the pieces of society fit together. In addition to this
trademark down-to-earth approach, other distinctive features include: comparative
perspectives, the globalization of capitalism, and visual presentations of sociology.
MySocLab is an integral part of the Henslin learning program. Engaging activities
and assessments provide a teaching a learning system that helps students see the
world through a sociological lens. With MySocLab, students can develop critical
thinking skills through writing, explore real-world data through the new Social
Explorer, and watch the latest entries in the Core Concept Video Series. This title is
available in a variety of formats - digital and print. Pearson offers its titles on the
devices students love through Pearson's MyLab products, CourseSmart, Amazon,
and more. 0133810607 / 9780133810608 Essentials of Sociology Plus NEW
MySocLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of
0133803546 / 9780133803549 Essentials of Sociology 0205206530 /
9780205206537 NEW MySocLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card

Business Etiquette For Dummies
"Wow, what a difference a couple of years makes. Never before in my lifetime (and
I have been around the block more times than I care to admit) has there been so
much debate and outright disagreement about the state of our society. People are
lining up on one side or another regarding immigration, climate change, jobs, the
role of government, health care, terrorism, threats to democracy, reproductive
rights, and the high cost of higher education. If consensus seems elusive, keep in
mind that even the idea of truth is under attack, with people disagreeing not only
over the facts but also whether there is such a thing as objective truth and real
news. Many of us feel angry, afraid, and overwhelmed. In such a situation, what
are we to do? To answer this question, we might turn for inspiration to the wisdom
offered more than sixty years ago by C. Wright Mills. When we feel our lives
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spinning out of control, when we are caught up in changes and challenges that
threaten to overwhelm us, Mills suggested that we recognize that our personal
problems are rooted in social forces that are bigger than we are. By turning our
attention to larger social patterns-in short, by making use of the sociological
imagination-we gain a deeper understanding of what's really going on and why.
Using the sociological perspective, we draw insight and also gain power because
we are now confronting the source of our distress. Focusing on how society
operates, we are able to join together with others to change society and, in the
process, transform ourselves. For more than 150 years, sociologists have been
working to better understand how society operates. As sociologists, we do not
arrogantly imagine that we have all the answers, but we are confident that we
have learned quite a lot that we can share with others. To our students, we offer an
introduction to the fascinating and very practical study of the social world. Our
invitation is to learn what we have learned and consider appropriate paths of
action. After all, as we come to know our world, we have the responsibility to do all
we can to improve it. Society: The Basics, Fifteenth Edition Update, provides you
with a comprehensive understanding of how this world works. You will find this title
informative, engaging, and even entertaining. Before you have finished the first
chapter, you will discover that sociology is both enlightening and useful, and it is
also a great deal of fun. Sociology is a field of study that can change the way you
see the world and open the door to many new opportunities. What could be more
exciting than that?"--

Business and Society: Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course
syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access
code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from
sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a
previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Viewing our
society from a conflict perspective. This introductory text, written from a conflict
perspective, emphasizes four themes: diversity, the struggle by the powerless to
achieve social justice, the changing economy, and globalization. In Conflict and
Order: Understanding Society studies the forces that lead to stability and change in
society and asks: Who benefits from the existing social arrangements, and who
does not? How are human beings shaped by society? What are the forces that
maintain social stability, produce social inequality, and resist social change?
Teaching & Learning Experience This program will provide a better teaching and
learning experience--for you and your students. Here's how: Personalize Learning MySearchLab delivers proven results in helping students succeed, provides
engaging experiences that personalize learning, and comes from a trusted partner
with educational expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and
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instructors achieve their goals. Improve Critical Thinking - Students are
encouraged to critically evaluate social sources of behavior and conflict. Engage
Students - The author provides examples of those who have been empowered to
achieve positive social change. Explore Theory - A conflict perspective is used to
examine social structures. Understand Diversity - This text examines economic
global transformations in the U.S., the struggle to achieve social justice, and the
inclusion of race, class, and gender. Support Instructors - MySearchLab with eText,
an Instructor's Manual & Test Bank, and PowerPoint presentations are available.
Note: MySearchLab with eText does not come automatically packaged with this
text. To purchase MySearchLab with eText, please visit: www.mysearchlab.com or
you can purchase a valuepack of the text + MySearch Lab (at no additional cost):
ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205861466 / ValuePack ISBN-13: 9780205861460

Contemporary Society
Investments
As the world grows increasingly interconnected, data communications has become
a critical aspect of business operations. Wireless and mobile technology allows us
to seamlessly transition from work to play and back again, and the Internet of
things has brought our appliances, vehicles, and homes into the network; as life
increasingly takes place online, businesses recognize the opportunity for a
competitive advantage. Today’s networking professionals have become central to
nearly every aspect of business, and this book provides the essential foundation
needed to build and manage the scalable, mobile, secure networks these
businesses require. Although the technologies evolve rapidly, the underlying
concepts are more constant. This book combines the foundational concepts with
practical exercises to provide a well-grounded approach to networking in business
today. Key management and technical issues are highlighted and discussed in the
context of real-world applications, and hands-on exercises reinforce critical
concepts while providing insight into day-to-day operations. Detailed technical
descriptions reveal the tradeoffs not presented in product summaries, building the
analytical capacity needed to understand, evaluate, and compare current and
future technologies.

Law, Business and Society
Boone, Kurtz, and Berston’s, Contemporary Business, 17th Edition, delivers
solutions at the speed of business to stimulate curiosity, show relevance, promote
creativity, and prepare students for what’s ahead in their academic and business
careers. With thoroughly revised cases, fresh, current examples, and an updated
video series, the 17th Edition provides insights into the many facets of business
that contribute to the dynamic, ever changing world of work.

The Practice of Public Relations
The Taking Sides Collection on McGraw-Hill CreateTM includes current
controversial issues in a debate-style format designed to stimulate student interest
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and develop critical thinking skills. This Collection contains a multitude of current
and classic issues to enhance and customize your course. You can browse the
entire Taking Sides Collection on Create or you can search by topic, author, or
keywords. Each Taking Sides issue is thoughtfully framed with Learning Outcomes,
an Issue Summary, an Introduction, and an "Exploring the Issue" section featuring
Critical Thinking and Reflection, Is There Common Ground?, Additional Resources,
and Internet References. Go to the Taking Sides Collection on McGraw-Hill
CreateTM at http://www.mcgrawhillcreate.com/takingsides and click on "Explore
this Collection" to browse the entire Collection. Select individual Taking Sides
issues to enhance your course, or access and select the entire Vega, Taking Sides:
Clashing Views in Business Ethics and Society, 14/e book here http://create.mhedu
cation.com/createonline/index.html#qlink=search%2Ftext%3Disbn:1259402797
for an easy, pre-built teaching resource. Visit http://create.mheducation.com for
more information on other McGraw-Hill titles and special collections.

U.S. History
This best-selling text on marriages, families, and relationships combines a rigorous
scholarly and applied approach with a theme especially relevant to today's
dynamic global environment: making choices in a diverse society. The authors use
an engaging narrative to create a highly readable text that offers insightful
perspectives on the diversity of our modern society, including different ethnic
traditions and family forms. The balanced presentation discusses a variety of
theoretical perspectives (e.g., family ecology, structure-functional, interactionconstructionist, family systems, biosocial), emphasizing both social structure and
the importance of individual agency, choice, and decision-making. Students are
encouraged to question assumptions and reconcile conflicting ideas and values as
they make informed choices in their own lives. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.

Marketing
The most complete and definitive reference to all aspects of poultry diseases,
Diseases of Poultry, Fourteenth Edition has been fully revised and updated to offer
a comprehensive survey of current knowledge. Updates the definitive reference of
poultry health and disease Provides more clinically relevant information on
management of specific diseases, contributed by clinical poultry veterinarians
Offers information on disease control in organic and antibiotic-free production
Presents more concise, streamlined chapters for ease of use Incorporates
advances in the field, from new diagnostic tools and information to changes
brought about by the increasing globalization and the re-emergence of zoonotic
pathogens

The Blind Side: Evolution of a Game
Seventh edition was published as: Power & society: an introduction to the social
sciences / Thomas R. Dye. Belmont: Wadsworth Pub. Co., A1996.
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Diseases of Poultry, 2 Volume Set
Make no mistake, etiquette is as important in business as it is in everyday life —
it’s also a lot more complicated. From email and phone communications to
personal interviews to adapting to corporate and international cultural differences,
Business Etiquette For Dummies, 2nd Edition, keeps you on your best behavior in
any business situation. This friendly, authoritative guide shows you how to develop
good etiquette on the job and navigate today’s diverse and complex business
environment with great success. You’ll get savvy tips for dressing the part, making
polite conversation, minding your manners at meetings and meals, behaving at offsite events, handling ethical dilemmas, and conducting international business.
You’ll find out how to behave gracefully during tense negotiations, improve your
communication skills, and overcome all sorts of work-related challenges. Discover
how to: Make a great first impression Meet and greet with ease Be a good
company representative Practice proper online etiquette Adapt to the changing
rules of etiquette Deal with difficult personalities without losing your cool Become a
well-mannered traveler Develop good relationships with your peers, staff, and
superiors Give compliments and offer criticism Respect physical, racial, ethnic, and
gender differences at work Learn the difference between “casual Friday” and
sloppy Saturday Develop cubicle courtesy Avoid conversational faux pas Business
etiquette is as important to your success as doing your job well. Read Business
Etiquette For Dummies, 2nd Edition, and make no mistake.

Business Law
Follows one young man from his impoverished childhood with a crack-addicted
mother, through his discovery of the sport of football, to his rise to become one of
the most successful, highly-paid players in the NFL.

Business and Society
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The
authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the
American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

Business and Society: Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy
In Conflict and Order
Pre-modern critical interactions of nature and society can best be studied during
the so-called "Crisis of the 14th Century". While historiography has long ignored
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the environmental framing of historcial processes and scientists have overemphasized nature's impact on the course of human history, this volume tries to
describe the at times complex modes of the late-medieval relationship of man and
nature. The idea of 'teleconnection', borrowed from the geosciences, describes the
influence of atmospheric circulation patterns often over long distances. It seems
that there were 'teleconnections' in society, too. So this volumes aims to examine
man-environment interactions mainly in the 14th century from all over Europe and
beyond. It integrates contributions from different disciplines on impact, perception
and reaction of environmental change and natural extreme events on late
Medieval societies. For humanists from all historical disciplines it offers an
approach how to integrate written and even scientific evidence on environmental
change in established and new fields of historical research. For scientists it
demonstrates the contributions scholars from the humanities can provide for
discussion on past environmental changes.
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